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wyoming nebraska territory
joseph W young and the mormon
emigration of 1864
craig S smith

on a mild and pleasant monday february 221864 joseph A young in
company with elders william C staines john W young and H B clawson departed salt lake city by overland mail stage for the east to organize
and direct the years gathering of saints to zion joseph W young also appointed to this task had already left the city on the preceding stage after
extensive labors ensuring a successful emigration these untiring servants
did not return to their homes and families until late september when the
last emigrants were outfitted and on the final leg of their journey
As agent assigned joseph A young the oldest son of brigham young
of appointworked with william staines and john young joseph A s letter ofappoint
ment stated that he was to take the general charge and oversight of affairs
pertaining to our this years immigration in the united states more particand to
ularly in new york city and from said city to this territory
regulate advise counsel and control said affairs pertaining to said immigration assisting joseph A young joseph W young son of brigham
youngs brother lorenzo dow young juggled and over
ail
ali
all aspects ofthe
oversawall
sawali
sawall
odthe
oversaw
of the
oversad
1864 emigration at the small insignificant frontier town of wyoming
nebraska on the missouri river forty four miles south of omaha I
the monumental efforts of the church agents in implementing and
achieving a successful mormon emigration are generally not considered in
the mormon emigration typically focus on the faith
ofthe
of
most studies stories odthe
sacrifices and hardships of the emigrants themselves during their trek to
zion what is usually not examined is the tremendous amount of behind
the scenes organizing planning and preparing required for a successful
emigration each year church leaders and agents began their endless labor
months before the saints embarked on their famous journey this was especially true for the down and back church wagon trains of the i86os
186os perhaps the most ingenious and productive of the various emigration
hand carts 2
experiments implemented by the church including the earlier handcarts
1

down and back wagon trains
after some experimentation in 1860 the church successfully employed
the down and back wagon trains in the years
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facilitate the gathering of the poor saints for this innovative scheme the
church requested that each utah ward or settlement donate as tithing
credit wagons teamsters and supplies for the formation ofwagon
of wagon companies these companies left salt lake city in the late spring for the outwitting
outfitting
out fitting
post on the missouri river they returned in the late summer and fall of
the same year with the season s emigrants and freight this program enabled the church and the perpetual emigration fund with their limited resources to continue emigration without large outlays of money to buy
oxen wagons and other supplies at the missouri the opportunity to return
with church and private freight an added bonus of the plan contributed
to the self sufficiency of
i86os
ofutah
utah during the 186os
previously the church had used a similar system during the 1846 exodus from nauvoo after the initial group of weary refugees arrived at the
missouri river in mid june they unloaded their belongings and the men
returned with their wagons and teams to retrieve the less fortunate saints
as they evacuated nauvoo in late summer and fall
ofimplementing down and back trains required conthe complexity of implementing
sid erable planning and organizing on the part of church leaders and
siderable
agents the leaders had to request enough wagons and teamsters from each
mormon settlement ranging from st george in the south to cache valley in the north and bring them all together at the proper time the trains
had to time their departure from salt lake city in order to reach the staging
ng area on the missouri river at approximately the same time that the
outwitting
emigrants arrived from the east passage to the outfitting
fitting post for the emiout
grants had to be arranged on ships trains and steamboats the agent at
the outwitting
outfitting post on the missouri had to ensure that enough supplies
wagons and other freight were on hand he also had to coordinate the
incoming emigrants who arrived in large numbers with the waiting
church trains to ensure that all emigrants and freight were assigned to one
of the companies returning to salt lake city

Out fitting post at wyoming nebraska
outfitting
the outwitting
outfitting
the outwitting
out fitting towns on the missouri played a pivotal role for all these
efforts during the emigration though much has been written on the mormon emigration little has been detailed concerning the down and back
outwitting
fitting towns especially wyoming nebraska 3 wyoming was the center
outfitting
out
of much activity on the frontier between 1864 and 1866 and was the last
mormon outpost on the missouri prior to the advent of the transcontinental railroad today this town is all but forgotten and the site where it
once stood is now a cornfield 4
an understanding of the complex administrative efforts of emigrayoung5 and his assistants at wyoming in 1864 provides
tion agent joseph W younga
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odthe
of the mormon emigration during the down
of the picture ofthe
a small piece odthe
ofthe
and back decade of the 186os
i86os the year 1864 was especially important in
that it was the first year the church used wyoming as the outwitting
outfitting
out fitting
point on the missouri this particular year also proved quite troublesome due to the raging civil war which made obtaining supplies and
transportation difficult and expensive 6 increased indian white hostilities along the platte river route also contributed to the difficulties of the
return trip to salt lake city
the first order of business for joseph A young and joseph W young
was the selection of a new point on the missouri river to replace the
outwitting
fitting station in florence nebraska after leaving salt lake
previous outfitting
out
city joseph A journeyed on the overland stage route to kearney where
he met joseph W on march 3 early the next morning the weary travelers
were awakened by the famous satirist artemus ward who had just spent a
month in salt lake city ward expressed great friendship for the saints
and said we were a slandered and misused people and that he would do his
best to make us better known 177
the youngs next stop was omaha where they banked their funds
checked on the remaining stored freight including an organ and completed
other necessary business when the merchants of omaha discovered that
outwitting station out of florence they exerted
the church was pulling the outfitting
oners
much effort to persuade the agents to stay making very generous offers
boners
after concluding their business in omaha joseph A and joseph W boarded
the steamboat denver and traveled to nebraska city and the town and landing of wyoming at the same time they continued making arrangements
for the emigration with the steamboat operators and merchants 8
upon examining wyoming they found it a very desireable
desi reable place to fit
ofbuildings 1 I9
odthe
of the scarcity of buildings
if it is an exception ofthe
ifit
up at with the exception ifft
the merchants of nebraska city and proprietors of wyoming because of
odthe
of the emigration and their intense rivalry with
their desire for the business ofthe
omaha quickly agreed to give the church complete control of the town
plat the steamboat landing and fit us up a good warehouse 10
ofwyoming located about seven miles north of
at this time the town of wyoming
nebraska city and forty four miles south of omaha consisted of only
about a half dozen occupied houses and two unoccupied larger buildings a warehouse and a hotel 11 the businessmen of the area resolved to
refurbish the buildings for the churchs
churche use they also promised to ensure
that no license would be issued for the sale of liquor in the town of wyoming except for some expense for adding sheds and corrals the town was
ready for the emigration 12 the millennial star proclaimed some of the
outwitting
fitting point
out
advantages of wyoming as the outfitting
it is a very healthy location and has a fine range for stock in its vicinity it has
a good landing and what is very rare on the missouri river it is composed
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of gravel and rock the distance from wyoming to the valley is about
20 miles shorter than from florence and by the saints landing there a disorsome
river travel will be saved 13
tance ofsome
of some 80 or go
of niver
90 miles ofriver

of course

this shorter distance would result in a savings for shipping
freight and passengers from new york thereby reducing the cost of the
emigration joseph W young predicted that transportation would be fifty
cents less per passenger to wyoming than to florence 14

travel arrangements and supplies for the emigrants
with the major task of locating a good outwitting
outfitting
out fitting point completed the
youngs departed nebraska city on march 9 for st joseph st louis and
chicago to tackle the next chores of organizing the emigration they had
to negotiate steamboat and railroad passage for the emigrants who would
be coming west by train from new york city as well as order wagons and
obtain a wide range of other supplies
As they journeyed south the signs of the civil war at first included only
a scarcity of laborers and a small squad of soldiers in almost every little
town but as they approached missouri and st joseph they encountered
burnt houses deserted farms and partly abandoned towns occupied by ill
mannered and still more ill looking soldiers joseph A young recorded
M line to
m2
that the whole face of the country from where we crossed the ma
odthe
of the judgments odthe
st joseph bears the impress ofthe
of the almighty 15 more eviofthe
dences of the war were apparent along the hannibal and st joseph railwrecked train and
road where they saw every few miles the debris of a wrecked5
concluded were it not that god is with his people the thought of the
16
saints travelling over such a road would be almost unbearable 1116
major effects of the war were the high cost of everything and the difficulty of obtaining the necessary supplies the youngs failed to procure
wagons at espenshieds in st louis due to the lack of seasoned timbers and
concern over the uncertain state of the currency fortunately they were
able to order over one hundred of the badly needed wagons from peter
schuttler in chicago at very high prices based on these prices they estimated that for 1864 the cost of outwitting
outfitting
out fitting a wagon with oxen from the frontier would be over 35000
350.00
35000 including wagon covers and tents and about
150.00
15000 for only a wagon without covers and teams
after securing the wagons joseph A young continued his journey on
march 15 to new york and liverpool to focus on other matters of the emigration joseph W young returned to wyoming by
way of st louis to start
byway
his labors ofthe
odthe
of the season 17
upon his return to st louis joseph W again wrote to brigham young
complaining about the high prices and difficulties arising from the war he
had been able to purchase the necessary chains soap & candles stoves
5
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bake kettles and make arrangements with them for all the goods our emigrants may want on what 1I consider much better terms than 1I could possibly buy of the jobbers though he felt it almost impossible to get up an
1
I never
outfit however he did end his letter on a positive note stating that 1
saw the fog so thick but what a brisk wind would clear the sky and it will
clear this time he concluded with his thoughts on st louis and the war

I

the army is all that is thought of here mules for the army horses for the
army beef for the army wagons for the army men for the army and
women for the army
where the feelings of the people are I1 dont
know and then 1I do know I1 hear men say this war has been a splendid
thing for st louis
A splendid thing for alton
the war has made
chicago
the war has been a great thing for us A gentleman showing
me a large wholesale house yesterday remarked that the war has been
worth a million to the firm I1 verily believe there are those who would
rejoice at rivers of blood if they could make a few dollars in the oppera
opperm
alize 18
eions
mortalize
morralize
tions but 1I must not morr

Outfitting post
outfitting
preparations at the outwitting
by the end of march joseph W young was back in wyoming
nebraska and during april and may except for a side trip to omaha to resolve some legal matters he was busily preparing for the arrival of the emigrants and church trains this extensive effort involved setting up office
and warehouse space purchasing lots and buildings obtaining enough wagprovisions such as bacon and flour
ons and cattle buying large amounts of ofprovisions
affreight and ensuring the proper
freight
unloading and storing the constant flow of offreight
offreight
affreight including the organ left at omaha the previous season
shipment of freight
starting in june all had to be ready for the massive onslaught of the
church trains from the west and emigrants from the east
to add to these labors joseph W was constantly worried about the
health of his family and the lack of news was a continuous trial he typically ended his letters to brigham young with a concern have not heard
from my family lately hope they are well we would be very glad of a
deseret news 19
joseph W assisted by N S beatie busily readied the town of wyoming they spent part of april arranging their office and warehouse and
by april 24 joseph happily reported to brigham young that he was writing
from his new office away from the noise & talk of a hotel they also
moved into a boarding house that was not ofthe
odthe
of the latest parisian style and
ac 20 other improveto cook do chores &c
employed a man and his wife
ments included building sheds corrals fences and a stable when the opportunity
port unity presented itself joseph W purchased lots and buildings in the
town during april and may he paid 400 for a two story stone building
and lots 350 for houses and lots and 170 for a stone warehouse 21
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major question at this time was whether to encourage the growth
odthe
of the town or leave it in a fairly undeveloped state brigham and joseph W
ofthe
agreed that the town should definitively not be developed and should
be as brigham strongly stated a quiet secluded good convenient and
outfitting
sufficiently near civilization outwitting
out fitting point for our freight and immigration for practical reasons joseph W argued that the businessmen of
odthe
nebraska city who owned most ofthe
of the lots in wyoming strongly discouraged the development of a closely located competing town and that he
had promised them that the church wanted the room more than the town
joseph W also felt it important that the saints be some what away
from gentile influences because it is utterly impossibly sic to have a
town in this country without having beer salons whiskey shops whore
houses and scoundrels all around you you must fight them and stand
guard over the weak minded but good hearted sisters and many times
brethren to keep them from being destroyed providing insights into his
hands on management style brigham young concluded this discussion
handson
with joseph W by instructing 1 I trust you will always frankly and fully express to me your views upon any and every subject of importance in your
official operations for that gives me a chance to sanction or correct as my
3722
1122
22
jud gement may direct 3122
judgement
in addition to the many tasks joseph W young was asked to implement brigham young also suggested it will be well to plant some corn if
you have or can readily procure a suitable spot of ground and employ a
good reliable and responsible person it appears that this request was just
too much for the busy joseph W who responded in a later letter 1 I hardly
think we will be able to carry it out but will see what can be done most of
the improved & unoccupied farms in this neighborhoods have had the
fences burnt up & destroyed till they are open prairie and 1I don t know of
3323
1123
23
a feild sic that is secure that we can get 1323
of considerable importance to the successful emigration was securing
enough supplies and food for the emigrants rations joseph W young was
continuously on the lookout for good deals in early april he was able to
secure sixty thousand pounds of bacon at what he considered the great
cts for hams by april 24 he gleefully noted
price of 1010
cts for side and 11
lo acts
ii acts
that the bacon was worth 1500 more than he had paid for it he was
equally successful in procuring the necessary flour on may 12 he explained that he and his associates were using every exertion to be ready
for the emigrants and were geting
gating in our flour as fast as two good teams
can draw it from the mills and do the other work have our bacon now
in warehouse 24
joseph W young received more badly needed assistance in late april
when elders richard bentley and warren S snow arrived in wyoming
A
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from their european missionary efforts in a letter dated may 15 which was
eventually published in the millennial star bentley stated that he had
odthe
the warehouse and store and was receiving a very large amount
charge ofthe
of
of provisions including 2500 sacks of flour 70000 pounds of bacon
80 sacks of beans 50 sacks of dried apples a stock of dry goods and gro3325
1125
25
ceries stoves etc 3125
due to problems associated with the war cattle and wagons for the independent trains and for the freight trains proved more difficult to obtain
in the necessary numbers at reasonable prices throughout april and may
stock prices continued to increase and joseph W young had trouble purchasing any cattle even at the high prices of 120 to 150
150 a head cattle were
so scarce that his four day trip in mid april failed to procure any this
scarcity was partly the result of the army taking such an immense quanbeef another factor was the inflation of greenbacks
of beeg
tity ofbeef
green backs forcing people
to keep their cattle in fear of losing money due to the decreasing value of
the currency joseph W found it is not unusual for farmers to say I would
rather keep my cattle than to keep green backs he had hoped but failed to
prevail on joseph A young to transfer gold from liverpool to buy cattle by
late may government plans to issue large contracts to freight five thousand
tons of supplies to the western military posts increased demand for the already meager supply the only positive note to these difficulties was the
possibility that prospectors returning from the gold mines would sell their
cattle cheap at the missouri though most of the heavy traffic of the season
was heading west to the mines and not returning due to the scarcity and
high prices joseph W young had to go as far as sioux city in late may to
acquire the necessary cattle 26
wagons were even more of a problem the final shipment of wagons
originally ordered on march 15 from peter schuttler in chicago did not arrive until the end of july as the emigration season was concluding this
long delay continuously caused joseph W great concern he complained in
every letter to brigham young that our wagons are very late in coming
and wrote peter schuttler often to determine the problem schuttler responded to youngs many inquiries asking that he remain patient and that
schuttler was doing all in his power to get them up but says it is almost
impossible to get men and every few days they strike for higher wages in
addition to the labor problems shipment of the wagons was slow due to
war related delays along the railroads to free up the lagging shipments
joseph W assigned a brother shipp to travel back along the railroads and
stay with the wagons until they finally arrived at wyoming these long
delays forced joseph W to buy wagons locally for some of the freighting
17
companies 27
by july the frustrated young protested to schuttler
1

I1 hardly know what to say to you about the matter 1I presume you have had
trouble in getting them up but the loss and inconveniences which 1I suffer
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daily for the want of them is almost greater than the worth of the wagons
our teams are all here ready to load but no wagons our emigrants are here
isyou
if you would be in my place for one
waiting their wagons but none for them ifyou
day and 1I could look on and laugh 1I would call it square and find no more
fault not withstanding we suffer a clear loss of at least 500 for every
ry day we
wait here unnecessarily 28

the constant

flow of freight into wyoming kept joseph W and his
assistants extremely busy with this almost unceasing activity they unloaded the first freight of the season from the steamboat calypso on april 22
the next shipment arrived april 26 on the steamboat denver from then on
large quantities of freight appeared every few days throughout may june
and july in addition to the badly needed provisions and supplies for the
emigration much of the freight destined for salt lake city was shipped for
firms such as hooper & eldridge and kimball & lawrence and for individ21
uals such as A 0 smoot and wilford woodruff 29
As with all aspects ofthe
odthe
of the 1864 emigration the war caused considerable
delay in receiving much of the freight joseph W young complained that
there is no depend
ance on rail roads or boats government takes either
dependence
dependance
whenever it pleases and everybody else has to stand back and he often
sent someone back along the railroads to pry loose a blockade the mor
mons however had preference over all other passengers & freighters by
july 4 joseph W notified joseph A young that there were mountains of
1130
30
freight so high that we cannot see the tops and still filling up 3330
during these considerable preparations joseph W young also responded to special requests from brigham young at one point brigham
instructed joseph to carefully boat the organ and other equipment and
supplies left in florence down the missouri to wyoming for shipment to
salt lake city brigham young expressed special concern over one of the
boxes some 10
lo 12 feet long by some 5 feet wide and some 14 inches deep
and lectured joseph on the best way to load the heavy box onto a wagon
because you may be at some loss about loading the large box to the best
advantage and I1 will suggest two ways the two ways included altering
the axle trees of the wagon in various ways to admit the box lying flat the
Brig hamss advice quesbrighams
practical joseph always trying to closely follow brigham
tioned will it do any harm to bring on the edge if it will not I1 can load
it fast enough I1 presume it has already had harder knocks than it will ever
get again if it will not ride safely on the edge 1I can load one or the other
1131
31
way that you mention 3331
11

organization of the wagon trains
joseph W young made preparations in wyoming others in the
utah settlements organized church trains for their journey east while
As
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immigrants and european agents prepared for the voyage across the ocean
and north american continent in late february bishop edward hunter
notified the wards and settlements oftheir
of their quotas ofwagons
of wagons and personnel
required for the 1864 church trains washington county s assignment included twenty eight ox mule or horse teams and wagons and two
mounted guards each team if oxen to consist of four yoke of good oxen
of proper age or four mules or horses and a wagon strong enough to bring
ofproper
3332
3132
32
thirty hundred good chicago wagons being preferable 1132
of the three hundred wagons requested cache valley s charge was
ville 33
Kays
thirty wagons six from logan three wagons were sent from waysville
kaysville
all other communities were assessed similar numbers bishop hunter also
instructed the various leaders to be as careful as possible to select honest
temperate good upright and responsible men for teamsters and guards
men who will conduct themselves properly on all occasions demeaning
themselves as they would if on missions preaching the gospel for they are
called to fill important missions he thought the teamsters and guards of
the previous year were very good and preferred the use of the same list
31
for the outfit of this season 34
the work of the teamsters and guards during the emigration which
could extend up to seven months counted toward their required labor
tithing As part of their labor tithing they each had to supply their own
provisions and other necessary articles for the journey crediting labor
tithing reduced the actual expenditures of the church for the emigra
emiera
tion but limited the number of other projects that could be accom
accod
pli
plished
plishek
shed though the saints faithfully followed the orders as best they
could their assignments resulted in many hardships especially in the
drier poorer settlements of the south washington county residents ex
pressed concern that our teams travel seven hundred miles farther
than the teams in and around salt lake for which we have heretofore
received no additional compensation last year our teams being com
pelled
belled to wait seven weeks at florence for their loading were seven
months making the trip while some other trains made it in four months
1135
35
and receive the same compensation 3135
by mid april many of the teams and wagons started out from their
dispersed settlements for salt lake city or for the gathering location in
echo canyon east of salt lake city As they arrived they formed six companies of church trains each with a captain the captains for the 18
1864
64 emigration were john R murdock william B preston joseph S rawlins
william S warren isaac A canfield and william hyde these companies
departed for the east during the first few days of may on may 10
io brigham
young was able to report in a telegram sent to nebraska city three trains
11
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passed bridger today
cast of little sandy all making good
to day and two are east
time
time36 totals sent to the missouri for the season included 170 wagons and
the means to purchase 94 wagons 1717 oxen and the means to buy 80 oxen
58 horses and 28 mules 27 mounted guards and 244 teamsters 37

travel from europe to wyoming nebraska
halfway around the world in europe other efforts on behalf of the
immigrants were also moving forward on march 131864 the millennial
star announced that it was the intention of
ofbrigham
brigham young and the brethren
to send down teams this season from great salt lake city to florence to
carry up the emigrating saints and requested the names and deposits of
&c with
those intending to emigrate also the orders for oxen wagons ac
the money necessary for their purchase 38
off the beginning odthe
of the emigration season
ofthe
this announcement kicked offthe
and saints throughout the british isles and northern europe began their
preparations for the long journey the raging war of austria and prussia
against denmark hampered these efforts in scandinavia but upwards of
800 souls from scandinavia managed to travel safely to liverpool in time
to leave on the first ship of the season with even less disturbance than in
previous years many young danish men of the age that required them to
31
serve in the military were also allowed to depart without problems 39
the church agents in england under the direction of european mission president george Q cannon chartered three sailing ships for the 1864
the sea sailed from liverpool on april 28 with
emigration the monarch odthe
of
ofthe
974 saints and arrived in new york city on june 3 the general mcclellan
left liverpool on may 21 with 802 saints and docked at new york city on
june 23 and the hudson departed london on june 3 with 863 individuals
and reached new york city on july 19 table 1i 40
11

TABLE

i summary of companies leaving liverpool and london 1864
1

no

vessel

company
president

127
128
129

monarch odthe
of the sea
ofthe
general mcclellan
hudson

john smith
thomas jeremy
john
M kay
johnmkay
JohnM

comp

no of
974
802
863

persons

departed
england

arrived
arrived
new york wyoming
nm

april 28 june 3
may 21
june 3

june 15 16
june 23 july 3
july 19 august 2

1862
186 1881
881 library division historical department
data from church emigration book 186881
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
SOURCE

after clearing emigration at castle gardens agents rushed the emigrants up the hudson river to albany where they caught a train west they
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continued on trains through detroit and chicago to quincy 41 many ofthe
odthe
of the
emigrants arrived in new york city without money or means to procure
food and other necessities because odthe
of the large number ofneedy
of needy emigrants
ofthe
and the train delays the railroad distributed biscuits and cheese at some
locations during the journey at chicago judge kinney W S godbe and
R
E A H mitchell donated fifty dollars to help the poor 42
at quincy the emigrants had to ferry across the mississippi river
where they boarded a railroad spur that connected to the hannibal and
st joseph railroad to st joseph due to the war and the destructive guerrilla warfare being waged across missouri this portion of the eventful trip
was often the most trying many of the saints noted destroyed and burned
bridges and torn up track causing delays and forcing them to carry their
baggage across streams and creeks one emigrant recorded the ordeal

at seven oclock on the morning of the 28th

we left on the train and after
forty miles we came to the burnt bridge there it was necessary for us to
carry all of our baggage a half mile boards were laid across the canal to walk
on we stayed there until all the supplies and baggage were brought across
there stood the soldiers from the north and awaited any minute those from
the south 43

finally after enduring these problems the emigrants arrived at st joseph
for their last leg of the journey up the missouri by steamboat to wyoming
As all components odthe
of the emigration were converging on wyoming brigofthe
ham young wrote joseph W young informing him of the important decision not to send church trains to the missouri for the 1865 emigration
season A letter announcing the decision was later published in the september 17 issue of the millennial star so much had been credited to the
labor tithing accounts that the cost of sending church trains was hindering the progress of the work upon the temple many of the emigrants
helped by the church had been negligent in reimbursing the perpetual
emigrating fund and a large amount of indebtedness had accumulated
which renders it impossible to remunerate for the labor tithing 44 church
leaders decided to focus the resources of the church during 1865 on the
building of the temple instead of on emigration

arrival of the church trains and emigrants

the first church train of the season john murdocks mule and

horse
train of about seventy five wagons rolled into wyoming on june 6 table 2
accompanying murdocks train were daniel H wells and brigham young jr
with their families on their way to a mission in england 45 joseph W
young was so busily engaged with his extensive daily activities supervising
the many aspects ofthe
odthe
of the emigration that he had not the time to spend with
them which 1I would have liked 46
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43

2 summary of church emigration companies leaving wyoming 1864
arrived
wyoming

departed
wyoming

no of

no of

persons

wagons

john D chase
D murdock 1
john
johndmurdockl
william S preston 2
joseph S rawlins 3
william S warren 4
john smith

85
78
380
400
329
150

28

june 6
june 21
june 26
july 2

june 26
june 29
july 8
july 15
july 21
beg july

50
63
65
60

issac A canfield

bea
bef
july 3
befjuly3

july 27

july 3

august 9
august 17

211
350
400

50
62
62

captain
church train

william hyde 6
warren S snow

5

15

16

arrived
salt lake city

september 20
august 26
september 15
september 20
october 4
september 25
october I1
october 5
october 30
november 2

1881 library di
1862 iggi
division
orical department
historical
data from church emigration book 1862881
vision hist
christ
the church of jesus chris
chrlst of latter day saints

SOURCE

the

animals of murdocks
ochs train looked well and would have been
Murdocks
ready to start home almost immediately except that the wagons ordered
from chicago still had not arrived joseph W young made every attempt to
start the emigrants out just as soon as possible after their arrival but
problems due to the war kept mounting he disappointedly confessed we
were all in hopes that as the season advanced things would into better
shape but they are getting worse & worse gold goes one notch higher
every battle that is fought and owners advance prices to match 47
on june 15 and 16 steamboats from st joseph dropped off the first
large company of tolerably healthy emigrants those that had crossed
the sea their arrival added another dimension
the ocean in the monarch orthe
of fhe
to the already strained resources of joseph W young and his staff the first
order of business was to shelter and care for the approximately one thousand scandinavian saints and one or two hundred saints ofother
of other nationalities that had dis
disembarked at wyoming the rainy weather did not help
embarked
matters the agents at wyoming had few tents and the emigrants suffered
from exposure but they finally put most of the women and children into
one room of the stone ware house the emigrants quickly constructed
woweries
boweries
boweries and obtained stoves for their camps while they waited for the
church trains to arrive and organize 48
joseph W young and his assistants had much to organize and prepare
they had to ensure that the emigrants had enough to eat distributing
rations for their stay at wyoming as well as for the trip across the plains
they had to assign individuals to wagons and church trains and time the
arrival of the trains with the arrival of the emigrating saints all of these
transactions had to be tracked and recorded in the account books
the established rate for passage from wyoming to salt lake city for
adults was fifty five dollars children under ten were half price and luggage
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over fifty pounds each was charged at twenty cents per pound if individuals paid in advance the costs were slightly less in addition to preparing the
emigrants the agents had to continuously deal with the freight that piled
higher each day 49 much of this considerable freight had to be crammed
into the wagons with the emigrants
occasional telegrams between brigham young and joseph W young facilitated some communication throughout june and early july though the nearest telegraph offices for joseph were in nebraska city and omaha brigham
answered some of josephs questions and joseph reported to salt lake city
when a number of church trains were leaving the town of ofwyoming
wyoming 50
paying attention to the small details and implementing instructions
from salt lake city was also an important part of the agentsjob
agents job these details included determining the best procedures for handling the extra luggage brought by the emigrants probably because of the mounting unpaid
debt of ofprevious
previous emigrants instructions from salt lake city requested that
all extra luggage of the passengers be sent separately to a warehouse in salt
lake city where individuals would obtain it only after payment joseph W
aware of the rigors of the journey and trying to be as efficient as possible
argued that the small amount of overweight gear of most emigrants would
be needed after they reach the chilly and often cold winds of the mountains and he would much rather the people would be responsible for the
safe transportation of their clothing than to take that responsibility for
them he also felt that separating luggage and giving bills lading for same
it would very materially add to our already arduous labors instead he proposed weighing all luggage and charging overweight in their notes on settlement with them with the frustration typical of a manager in the field
responding to instructions from the main office he wrote to brigham young
it is impossible for you or the brethren in the office to understand these
apparently small items only as they are explained 1I will work just as near to
the letter of instructions as the nature of cases will allow believing that you
jud gement where those instructions cannot be fully
will be satisfied with my judgement
carried out without taking up to much time 51

departures and arrivals

the first train to depart with emigrants from wyoming was john D
chase s independent company this company left for salt lake city on june 25
with eighty five saints in twenty eight wagons several days prior to their
departure joseph W issued instructions introducing chase a returned
missionary from england to the emigrants and requesting the following
it would be necessary for the brethren forming said company to raise sufficient
means to purchase bro chase a good riding animal saddle etc which 1I want
you to give bro chase as his individual property also brethren I1 want you to
see that bro chase has a comfortable place to board while on the journey 522
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after much effort organizing and loading wagons over a two week period
john R murdocks church train the first for the season was ready to start
for salt lake city on june 29 with seventy eight emigrating saints and large
amounts of freight 53
during the last two weeks of june as the first trains were readied to
head west the remaining church trains arrived at wyoming after a long
tiresome journey from salt lake city william B preston s train approached
pro ached wyoming on june 21 joseph S Raw
rawlinsn
linss on june 26 william S
rawlinss
warren s on july 2 and the final train william hyde s on july 3 54 just
when the final church trains were checking in at wyoming the next company of approximately eight hundred saints from the general mcclellan
landed on july 3 joseph W young and staff were now in the thick of the
emigration season all at once they were juggling the church trains as
some arrived and others departed the emigrants as some just off the boat
searched for a dry place to camp while others from earlier companies
packed and loaded onto the overloaded wagons and the freight which
continuously required unloading sorting tracking and reloading the exhausted and ailing joseph W young in a letter to joseph A young gasped
gen mcclellans
Mc
mcclellands
Clellands company came up last night and oh my soul and all
that is great aint we rather busy and noisy today
it takes some faith to
say be the remover and have it done 55
saybe
the confusion and bustle of assigning and loading the emigrants
from the first two companies as well as the freight onto church trains
continued throughout an excessively hot july joseph W made every attempt to start out one company after another as fast as we can load them
until all are gone the next church train william B preston s company
departed wyoming about july 8 after the clerks had settled with the emi338
080
380
grants the train included 330
380 passengers and their baggage and provioffreight
lbs of affreight
freight to each ofthe
sions and 1500 ibs
odthe
of the 50 wagons
joseph S rawlins s church train with about 400 saints in 63 wagons
left wyoming about july 15 followed by william S warren s church train
on july 19 with 329 emigrants in 65 wagons and isaac A canfield s train on
july 27 with 211 people in 50 wagons church patriarch john smiths independent train also left in july by the end of july all church trains except
william hyde s were on the trail back to salt lake city but the final emigration company of the season had still not arrived exhausted but ever
optimistic joseph W young wrote we are very much blessed and prospered the people are generally well feeling well in spirit 56
loading the wagons was not without problems much to joseph W
young s continued annoyance throughout july he had still not received all
of the wagons ordered from chicago adding to this difficulty was another
problem the teams sent this year are very light and are not capable of
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mormon pioneer encampment at wyoming nebraska

1866

taking heavy loads as have been taken in former years many of the wagons
are old and broken and have to be repaired very few of them have covers
sufficient to protect the loading though many teamsters considered the
loads too heavy to make the journey young loaded the wagons with an
lbs freight and ten passengers to a team all except about
average of lyoo
1000 ibs
0357
1157
57
five provision wagons 3357
these loads required that the emigrants walk
most of the way from wyoming to salt lake city as was the case for most
of the gathering saints
by the end of july the last emigration company of the season had still
not arrived and high piles of freight still awaited shipping joseph W
young now weighing only 112 pounds and under considerable pressure to
complete the tasks for the season worried about the mounting costs and
acquiring the additional necessary wagons and teams he advised brigham
young it takes twice the money twice the worry and three times the labor
to accomplish anything that it ever did before he required additional
money to close up explaining that our expenses are enormous tents
and wagon covers alone make an item of over 5000 and having to fuel the
emigrants so long while we wait for wagons makes a very heavy provision the constant problem of having to obtain more wagons and cattle
added to the already high expenses one fortunate purchase was a train of
15 wagons & 60 yoke cattle yoke chains all complete 11500.00
1150000 which he
bought on credit while he waited for money from brigham young 558
finally on august 2 the third and last company of saints from the ship
hudson landed at wyoming the party included about 150 swiss german
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dutch and french saints docking at about 500 PM in the steamboat col600
orado and about 750 emigrants from great britain arriving about goo
600 PM
in the steamboat JJ H lacy again preparations for the journey west were in
full swing the agents at wyoming provided for the emigrants and made
them as comfortable as possible 59 william hydes church train was quickly
loaded with 350 passengers and freight in 62 wagons and was ready to go by

august 9
odthe
ofremaining people and freight joseph W
of the large number of remaining
because ofthe
young purchased enough wagons to form an additional train captained by
warren S snow one of the returned missionaries who had helped with the
emigration at wyoming on august 9 hyde s train after lingering over five
weeks finally moved out about fifty miles from wyoming and waited for
snows
snow s train snow s company followed about a week later on august 18 with
over 62 wagons and 400 passengers 60
the two companies traveled together for the first portion of the journey
odthe
of the many indian depredations being committed on the road
on account ofthe
the millennial star reported like it is in the east with the guerrillas it is
of them of the most fearnow on the journey before us depredations some ofthem
efthem
ful character are reported having been committed by indians on defenseless
de
defenceless
fenceless
travellers
trav ellers however the saints passed through places where these scenes
have been enacted without being in the least disturbed or molested61
molested61

the end of the emigration season
with the successful completion of the emigration at wyoming the
weary joseph W young and his assistants left for their homes in salt lake
city by private conveyance on august 21 because of the indian problems
they continued with the hyde and snow companies as far as Ju lesburg
nebraska joseph W telegraphed salt lake city from Ju lesburg concerning
the status of the final two trains of the season
left trains yesterday

all well expect to be home by the 28th

these are the

last two trains capts
caits hyde and snow need 50 yoke of oxen to meet them as
soon as possible at the head of bitter creek certain they are coming on that
61
route and several of their cattle have the hoof ail 62

joseph W and his associates then quickly traveled on to salt lake city
where they arrived on september 25 the heavily loaded wagons of the
hyde and snow trains did not appear in salt lake city until october 26
and november 2 thus ending another emigration year the church agents
had facilitated the passage of over 2600
2300
2360 saints to their new home in zion
joseph W young had proved himself a very capable manager and leader
during the execution of his enormous duties and responsibilities 63
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craig S smith crasmithwyomingcom
crasmithwyomingcoml is employed as an archaeologist at an
environmental consulting firm in laramie wyoming he has published articles on
mormon history and mormon emigration of the 186os
i86os in the overland journal and
mormon history
journal of
ofmormon
journal of a mission to the eastern states 18641
1 joseph A young
holograph 1i
1864
manuscripts division J willard marriott library university of utah salt lake city
journal history of the church hereafter cited as journal history march 22 and october 12 1864 archives division historical department the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives microfilm
copy in harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah joseph W
young letter of ofappointment
appointment joseph W young papers LDS church archives
2 the important era of the down and back church trains has received relatively
little attention when compared with the earlier 1847 48 exodus and the handcart immi
grations
grat ions A summary of the church trains is provided in william W slaughter and
orations
michael landon trail ofhope
hope the story odthe
of hoge
of the mormon trail salt lake city shadow
ofthe
mountain 1997 leonard J arrington great basin kingdom an economic history of
the latter day saints 1830 agoo
igoo cambridge harvard university press 1958 205 11
1900
B H roberts A comprehensive history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
odthe
of the president the church of
saints century one 6 vols provo utah corporation ofthe
jesus christ of latter day saints 1965 5106
5106 15 john K hulmston mormon immino i
ofthe
of the church trains utah historical quarterly
i86os the story odthe
gration in the 186os
19903
1990 32 48 the 1861 church trains are discussed in william G hartley down and
back wagon trains travelers on the mormon trail in 1861 overland journal 11 winter 1993 233 34 and william 6 hartley the great florence fitout of 1861 BYU
studies 24 no 3 1984 341 71 craig S smith the 1868 mormon emigration an end
of an era overland journal 15 winter 1997 98 20 31 discusses the 1868 emigration
florence nebraska in 1861 is hartlof the outwitting
town of offlorence
out fitting to
outfitting
ofthe
3 an excellent study odthe
ey great florence fitout
4 in 1998 the john watts barrett family organization erected and dedicated a
historical marker honoring the old river town its cemetery and pioneers buried there
see marker identifies point of departure for i86os
186os pioneers town gone but features
news october 17
deseretnews
are evident church news published by deseret
998 ia
171998
i2
5 joseph W young was well aware of the needs of the down and back wagon
trains as he had captained the first experimental down and back train in 1860 and had
also been captain of an 1861 train hartley great florence fitout 345
349
345349
6 for an understanding of some of the effects of the civil war on mormon emigration see fred E woods east to west through north and south mormon immigration during the civil war in this issue 6 29
lo 11
7 joseph A young journal of a mission 10
ii later in 1864 ward toured the
mormons
east with a comic panorama about the cormons
Mor mons
8 joseph A young journal of a mission 11 14 william E lass from the misoverland freighting lincoln nebraska state
souri to the great salt lake an account of
ofoverland
historical society 1972 details the intense competition between omaha and nebraska
city during the early i86os
86os
9 joseph W young to brigham young march 8 1864 holograph brigham
young collection LDS church archives
10 joseph A young journal of a mission 14
lo
11 jacob dawson plotted the town in 1856 and named it after his home in
wyoming pennsylvania the town can be reached via highway 75 south from omaha
or north from nebraska city it is 17 miles south of where highway 34 turns east to
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plattsmouth
Platt smouth 36
3.6
15 miles
36 miles south of where highway 34 turns west to union and 151.5
south of the otoe cass county line marker identifies point of departure 12 additional detail on wyoming nebraska is provided in stanley B kimball historic sites
and markers along the mormon and other great western trails urbana university of
illinois press 1988
12 joseph W young to brigham young march 24 1864 holograph brigham
young collection LDS church archives
13
the emigration and contagious diseases millennial star 26 1864 251
14 joseph W young to brigham young march 81864
journal of a mission 15 16
15 joseph A young
16 joseph A young journal of a mission 16 17
18 21 joseph W young to brigham
17 joseph A young journal of a mission
young march 20
1864 holograph brigham young collection LDS church archives
201864
hartley great florence fitout 342 notes that wagons ordered from schuttler in 1861
cost only 6500
65.00
6500 compared with the 150.00
15000 per wagon price in 1864 indicating considerable inflation due to the war
18 joseph W young to brigham young march 201864
19 joseph W young to brigham young may 271864 holograph brigham young
collection LDS church archives
20 joseph W young to brigham young april 24 1864 holograph brigham
young collection LDS church archives
21 church teams accounts perpetual emigrating fund company financial
accounts 1849 1885 holograph microfilm LDS church archives
1864 typescript brigham young
22 brigham young to joseph W young may 10
lo
101864
collection LDS church archives joseph W young to brigham young april 241864
1864 brigham young collection
101864
lo
23 brigham young to joseph W young may 10
LDS church archives joseph W young to brigham young may 27
1864
271864
864 holo121864
24 joseph W young to brigham young april 8 april 24 and may 12
graph brigham young collection LDS church archives
millennial star 26 1864 461
25 abstract of correspondence
26 joseph W young to brigham young april 8 april 24 may 12 may 24 and
may 271864 holograph brigham young collection LDS church archives
27 joseph W young to brigham young may 17 may 24 may 27 june 112 june 15
july 17 july 22 and july 251864 holograph brigham young collection LDS church
archives
28 joseph W young to peter schuttler typescript july 5 1864 in information
compiled by andrew jenson concerning wyoming nebraska 16 LDS church archives
29 church teams accounts LDS church archives
30 joseph W young to brigham young may 12 may 24 may 27 and june 15
1864 joseph W young to joseph A young typescript july 41864 in jenson information concerning wyoming nebraska 15 also in andrew jenson latter day saints
lne 17 no 2
ine
magazine
emigration from wyoming nebraska 1864866
1864 1866 nebraska history mag
magine
1936 113 27
1936113
lo 1864 joseph W young to
31 brigham young to joseph W young may 10
brigham young may 271864
32 journal history march 61864 letter from edward hunter to erastus snow
18 64
february 15
151864
33 henry ballard journal typescript 48 LDS church archives reminiscences of
robert bodily typescript 14 15 LDS church archives
34 journal history march 61864 hunter to snow february 151864
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journal history march 20
1864 letter from erastus snow to edward hunter
201864
march 201864
36 church emigration book 1862 1881
imi
ini library division historical department
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS
church library william hyde journal holograph microfilm 186 LDS church
archives ballard journal orley dewight bliss journal xerox of holograph LDS
bangham
bngham young to joseph W young
church archives telegram to nebraska city brigham
may io
1864 typescript brigham young collection LDS church archives
101864
37 journal history may 311864
26 1864 168
millennial star
star16
38 emigration deposits etc
odthe
of the scandinavian saints millennial star 266 1864 281 82
39 the emigration ofthe
biographical events of J C L breinholt
bremholt typescript 8 9 LDS church archives
andrew christian nielson pioneer in our pioneer heritage comp kate B carter
VOIS
vols salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1958 77 11
2ovols
20
275 77
11275
40 millennial star 26 1864
864 298 364 and 394 church emigration book
41 the mormon emigration started using the chicago burlington and quincy
odthe
of the connecting hanrailroad from chicago to quincy in 1859 once the construction ofthe
nibal and st joseph railroad to st joseph on the missouri river was completed see
stanley B kimball sall
sail
sad and rail pioneers before 1869 BYU studies 35 no 2 1995
sali
6 42 for more detail on midwestern railroads used during the mormon emigration
42 correspondence millennial star 26 1864 524 25
43 peder christian nielsen translation of journal typescript 29 LDS church
archives charles william symons life of charles william symons utah genealogical and historical magazine 30 april 1939 88 95 andrew christian nielson pioneer
11
m carter our pioneer heritage
275 77 mary ann ward webb gracious lady in
11275
884o
820
844
840
40 41 elder john M kay traveling with the company from the hudson described
m a letter published in corthe state of affairs in missouri at the time of their crossing in
respondence millennial star 26 1864 621
we heard of whole towns being ransacked and the people were robbed of all
the money they possessed as well as of other valuable articles of bridges
being burned also stores railway depots and other buildings being totally
destroyed at almost every place we stopped the country is fast going down
to ruin trade is dull and everything is dear the inhabitants seem all of
them to be anxious about their safety neglect is apparent in
m every place the
ful
fulfullmg
fulfulling
fulling for desolation at the rate they are going
fulfilling
prophet s words are indeed fui
on is inevitable
richard S brownlee gray ghosts of the confederacy guerrilla warfare in the west
1861 1865
occupy
865 baton rouge louisiana state university press 1958 discusses the occupa
tion of missouri by the union and the guerrilla warfare waged by the confederacy
between 1861 and 1865
gol
601 brigham young
44 emigration and the temple millennial star 26 1864 goi
to joseph W young june 991864
1864 typescript brigham young collection LDS church
archives some discussions of the down and back years such as hulmston mormon
1860s 32 48 speculate that the black hawk war was the reason for
immigration in the i86os
not sending church trains in 1865 As can be seen here the decision was made prior to
the start of the black hawk war
lohn riggs murdock salt lake city
of john
45 joseph M tanner A biographical sketch ofjohn
deseret news press 1909 150
50
46 joseph W young to brigham young june 121864
1864
121864
47 joseph W young to brigham young june 12
35
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joseph W young to brigham young june 151864 information compiled by
andrew jenson concerning wyoming nebraska 14
1864 in information compiled
49 joseph W young to joseph A young june 16
161864
by andrew jenson concerning wyoming nebraska 11 joseph W young to brigham
young june 21 1864 holograph brigham young collection LDS church archives
church teams accounts LDS church archives
50 several brief telegrams between brigham young and joseph W young june
and july 1864 typescript brigham young collection LDS church archives
1864
51 joseph W young to brigham young june 21
211864
52 instructions issued by joseph W young typescript in information compiled
by andrew jenson concerning wyoming nebraska 12 13
53 church emigration book
54 hyde journal 186 ballard journal 52 bliss journal
55 joseph W young to joseph A young typescript july 41864 in information
compiled by andrew jenson concerning wyoming nebraska 15
56 joseph W young to brigham young july 6 and july 17 1864 holograph
brigham young collection LDS church archives ballard journal 53 church emigration book
1864
171864
57 joseph W young to brigham young july 6 and july 17
58 joseph W young to brigham young july 22 and 25
1864
251864
59 entry under august 21864 in information compiled by andrew jenson concerning wyoming nebraska 24
60 church emigration book hyde journal 186
61 correspondence
millennial star 26 1864 621 on august 771864
1864 the indians made extensive attacks upon stage coaches emigrant trains freight wagon trains
stations and ranches ranging from Julesburg in the west to the little blue river in the
east the indians killed over fifty individuals during these raids essentially shutting
down the trail to denver the history of these raids is detailed in leroy W hagerty
indian raids along the platte and little blue rivers 1864 1865 nebraska history 28
nos 3 and 4 1947176
1947 176 86
62 church emigration book
63 church emigration book
48
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